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/':; PREFACE
!i_. The manufacturing complexity concept embodies the learning/impro_ement
_ curve principle to reduce the cost for a specific nvmber of units in a production
'i '. run.i.
°i:': The learning/improvement concept results in a factor, expressed as a
_"_ decimal, i.e., . 75, . 80p . 85_ or. 90t that is used to reduce the cost value of
! J
_ the first unit of production. Since the cost of the number one or first unit (TF_U.)
o;" will not include any learning or tmprovmnent savings, this value is generally
oo_i:, accepted as the optimum cost value in the sequence. Thus the first unit in a
oo_,_, production sequence will generally represent the maximum cost, and as time
4: passes each unit manufactured after the first unit will indicate a cost reduction
o_ or savings. The magnitude of this savings will be represented by the slope or
= : _: steepness of the learning curve. H there is no learning or cost improvement,
°°_' the cost of unit number 1 will simply remain constant with a slope of 1.0 or
_=_ I00 percent forthe learningcurve.
o'o_,,
So _;,
o *;
o-/;!,
_ i'
O_o_,_
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°,,'%
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,,, LISTOFDEFINITIONS
_ !_ Manufacturing Complexity This term refers to all of the cost elements
'_ which affect or influence the cost of manufac-
,, turingof a unitofproduction.Itmay be
_"
.... representedby thelearningcurveslope.
.., DeSign Complexity This form of complexity has to do with features
_ o_" or parameters of an engineering design which
_, contribute to its complexity. Examples of. such
_o_- features which tend to increase the measure of
,_ designcomplexityare suchaspectsas total
_ _ number ofparts,number offasteners,or num-
, _- ber oi subassemblies. Others might Include the
= ;}. number ofdifferentstepsor processesrequired
i tofabricate,assemble,or toinspect.
_,_
:_i_ii DesignConfiguration A designconfigurationtypeisusedtodesignate
;_, Type (DCT) the category or generic class of system con-
....._. figurations for which the technical and cost
,__1_
,__' elementscouldbe expectedtobe typical.
-:._; Examples ofDCT' s wouldbe solidpropellant
_ boosters, nuclear reactors, army tanks, or
°_ unmanned spacevehicles.Suchexamples
•_' represent distinct examples of large system
.°_- types, each of which is made up of a unique set
_: of subsystems ._nd hardware components. Many
if" of the lower level subsystems will be similar and
_=o._, willexhibitsimilarlearningcurveslopes.
i=_,:!;i Factor Thisterm can be considereda synonym for
,_ parameteror featurewhen usedInthetext.o, ,
.....ii: Learning Curve (LC) A learntng curve is a graphical plot on either
_ cartesianor doublelogarithmicpaperthat
_oi: represents the rate of learning progress by
.... humans, usually tn the performance of some
_: task or group of tasks. In general, these curves
°_: will approximate a decreasing exponential shaped
oo:
V
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LISTOFDEFINITIONS(Concluded)
Learning Curve (LC) curve, if the progress is normal. In the trade,
(Concluded) the term "learning curve" has been used inter-
changeably with such terms as progress function
or cost improvement curve. It should be ,..
recognized that the latter terms include such
aspects as tooling changes, design configuration
changes, etc., as well as the human learning
: element.
Log Linear This term is often used to describe learning/cost
improvement curves which are plotted on double
logarithmic paper. In general, such curves
appear as straight lines. This greatly simpli-
fies determination of the slope and will make
these curves easier to plot.
i
:; vi
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TECtlNICAL MEMORANDUM X-73373
;, MANUFACTURINGCOMPLEXITYANALYSIS
ik'
INTRODUCTION
, The recognt._ton of the special relationship that the complexity of a parttc-
i ular design has with the variation of the unique design features and/or param-
_ eters of a system is the thesis for thts approach. The various countable
_: _ parameters of the particular design will be enumerated and tabulated such thati"
i_ trends will be established for the improvement/learning curve aspects of the
i:!i subsystems of the overall or total system. For example each of the countable
design parameters such as number of fasteners, total number of parts, orv°t
o_ number of subassemblies, etc., is enumerated by examtnrtion of the detail
_ design drawings. Each of these parameters will in turn be plotted against the
_: corresponding learning curve values as observed from data taken to plot a trend
curve. (These trend curves are piotted on arithmetic coordinates in Figure 1. )
o.
_i_ This same method will be used for each of the prime subsystems of the
" system in question, and those values thus obtained will be embedded in a figure-
_ii_ of-merit for the prime subsystem in question (as outlined here). The learning
°% curve slope of the overall system will be determined from this figure-of-merit
!) value. For purposes of calculation of the final c._mFosite for the overall com-
_ii posite learning curve value, such functions as the final assembly will be treated
_: as one of the subsystems of the subject system.
.oi; This slope of the learning curve l_ considered to be a principal indicator
:_: of the complexity of any prime subsystem. Learning curves for the other sub-
: _, systems that comprise the total or overall system will be determined in a
:_ stndlar manner. Each subsystem will utilize trend curve methodology to
._ specify the slope for particular learning/improvement curve.
:! " Briefly the complexity of any system will vary inversely with the slope
_ of the log-linear learning curve. The steeper the slope of the curve the less
!_ complex or simpler will be the final assembly or combination of parts and
_i_.
;: •
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Figure 1. Trend curve for total number of fasteners.
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components it represents (or vice versa). Tile value of the total system
learning curve slope may be computed by using the method outlined in
TM X-64968. i
• TRENDCURVEANALYSIS
- !
i: Trend curves b_tsed on observed data are plotted on arithmetic coor-
J
i dinates to establish a trend relationship. As is illustrated in Figure 1 the data
;_ values for certain design-oriented parameters are utilized: (a) time to corn-
: plete first assembiy, (b) number of subassemblies, (e) number of fastenerS,ii,
,: and (d) total number of parts. As in Figure 1 the relationship will usually
_) result in an increasing trend line from l_ft to right, as the quantity of the dif-
:, ferent design features increases. The data values will consist of learning curve
_ slopes taken for each of the _ubassemblies, while at the same time Observing
_?_ the design-oriented parameters as previously itemized. A mi_dmum of six
_ data values will be collected for each of the parameters. A set of such design-;.
oriented parameters will be collected for each subassembly in question, C e.,
_i I mechanical subassembly, electrical subassembly, etc. Therefore, a universe
! of trend curves will be established for each of the prime subassemblies in a
_ typical system; i.e., there will be a set of trend curves for each subassembly
o_ or prime element. Each of the design-related parameters will be considered as
, "factors" in the manufacturing complexity of a particular system. The informa-
_ tion that is collected relative to the various systems or subsystems will be
i's
i: plotted as learning curve trend lines to measure the relative sensitivity of the
:'i_i various subparameters to the slope of the learning curve (Fig. 1).
!:: Collection of data must be accomplished for each of the design-orier.ted
factors and for any others found to have some relation to the complexity of the
, specific assembly or System. Also of importance is the level of the assembly.
It will be necessary for all of the collected values to be at the same level_ or be
_! assumed as such, to compute the appropriate complexity value whether it is a
o_ . system, subsystem, or component part. After collection| of the various data
and plotting the appropriate trend curves, a decision point is reached to use or
,!. not use each of the parameters based on its relative sensitivity and its being
_ representative of the system in question. H a design-oriented parameter is
_.: foutld not to be representative of the overall system p it is simply omitted from
• _'"_ further c_nsideration.
i F ill •
_ Delionback, Leon M. : Guidelines for App!ication of Learning/Cost Improve-
L" ment Curves. NASA Technical Memorandum TM X-64968, October 1975.
y¢
: 3
:t_ 111
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,• FIGURE-OF-MERITANALYSIS
• After completing the trend curve plots for the various design-oriented
,_. parameters0 or ,actors, a selection is made of a set of factors which are
representative of the overall assembly design. For example0 a set of design-
.. oriented factors for a typical mechanical assembly might include the following. ..
_,_,ii a. Number of parts
_ b. Number of fasteners
c. Number of subassemblies.
Each set thus chosen would be indicative of the particular type of assembly being
investigated. The set chosen for an electrical assembly would be different,
.... depending on the nature of those factors found by a trend curve analysis to be
representative of the overall system.
o_ '
• For each overall system a series of cuts _re taken from each trend
" curve at several learning curve slopes and for each of the selected trend curves.
, For example (Fig. 2)t cuts were taken at intervals of 3 percent in an example
:..... illustrated by Delionback. 9 These cuts illustrated a learning curve range of
72 percent to 90 percent. These values are combined in a multtpltcattve figure-
° of-merit time series relationship illustrated in Figure 2.
°
',,, SLOPE% F1 F2 F3 F4 TOTAL OF LOG QF
i i i i
=:_i_:i 72 10 1.5 8.0 8.0 980 2.98227
i
_:' 75 35 3.7 1'6.0 24.0 49.730 4.69660
i ,u i
• 78 61 5.86 24.3 40.7 353.530 5.54843
ii
_ "' Figure 2, Sample -- trend curve data taken from cuts,
2. De|lonback Leon M.: A Design-Oriented Prediction Model for Learning
:: l_tes of Individual Mechanical Assembly Tasks. Doctoral Dissertation0
_: Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, May 1972,
!i
_°
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?: QF FlxF 2xF_xF 4 Ffl
% i '
*_ From the ssmple table in Figure 2
Y i
_,'+_ Log QF = Log F1 + Log F 2 + Log F3 + Log F4 ffi 2.98227 ... ._
o!'
++" and from the table of cuts of the trend cur_'esj the computed values for" the
°+, figure-of-merit are plotted in Figure 3p one point f,,r each cut.
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Ba_ed on the illustrative information glven in Figure 2, a characteristic
curve (Fig. 3) is developed for each subsystem or assembly type. Each curve
is based on a universe of trend curve data taken from actual data poh_t_
observed for the subsystem in quoation.
For any particular subsystem, the clmractcristic ¢_urve is interro!;ated
by Computing the total ftgmre-of-merlt and ti_en entering the curve at the figure-
of-merit, an:t reading the corresponding learning curve slope value (as is "_
illustrated in the Fig. 3 curve, QF - 6.5 and the slope is 84 percent).
This relationship will be approximately as illustrated by Figure 4.
OVERALL SYSTEM }
.87
n ,, •[ ,i ii .
Figure 4. Sample diagram.
The methodology to combine the values for the overall learning/
complexity values, as previously obtainedj for the various subsystems will be
outlined ia the following section.
Figure 4 illustrates the relationship of the figure-of-merit analysis to
the overall system. The example given for tile mechanical system would be
• handled in the sant,, fasldon for other subsystems which make up the overall .
system.
I
6
D
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COMPOSiTECOMPLEXITYAI_LAL_Y_SIS
Starting with the determination of learning curves for the various design-
oriented factors, the procedure for the final or overall complexity analysis has
been outlined in a step-by-step sequence as fallows:
a. Plot learning curves for each of the design-oriented parameters
(subsystem in question).
b...._P_l_ the trend curves for each of the parameters.
c. By a figure-of-merit analysis of these factors/parameters, deter-
mine a representative value for the specific subsystem.
d. Combine the values of the representative values for each subsystem
to yield an overall composite learning curve slope for the total System.-
The procedure for accomplishing _tep d is summarized in Figure 5:
j OVERALL SYSTEM l
Mc = .87
i • 93 . 84 . 80
SYSTEM SYSTEM ASSE _XlB LYI
Vss I = $300K Vssz -- $200K Vss 3 = $150K
Figure 5. Sample.
Mc = Z[VSs/T] MSS and ...
Mp = [Vs,/T] Mss ,
7
B
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where
Mc = Slope of theoveralllearning_Q_u__e.
Mp = Proportionate value of the overall learning curve slope, attributed
to a particular subsystem.
• VSS = Value in dollarsor r_nhnur_ for a particularsubsystem or
program element.
T = Total costin dollarsor manhours ofthe overallsystem.
Mss = Learning curve value for the subsystem or program element.
TO illustrate the computational procedure for the final learning curve
slope or system manufacturing complexity, the sample problem as previously
shown will be used.
Given: Vss 1= $300K, Vss 2= _200K, Vss 3= $150K, Mssl-93%
Mss 2= 84%, Mass= 80%.
- Mc = _ [Vss/T] MSs
Mc = (300/650) 93 + (200/650) 84 = (150/650) 80
= .461(93) +. 3077(84) +. 2307(80)
= 42. 873 + 25. 847 + 18.46
Mc = 87.18% or 87% .
As can be seen, each subsystem is weighted in accord with the dollar
value of the particular subsystem. The manufacturing complexity for the whole
: system is approximately 87 percent. This means the cost of the second produc-
tion unit in a sequence will be. 87 X cost of the first unltj etc.
• 8
W
o, o _o °2_ " ,.
] 9770] 3496-TSB02
COMPUTATtOH._OFTHEVALUEIN DOLLARSORMANHOURS
FORTHEOVERALLSYSTEM
As.prevlously indicated, the overall value for the manufacturing com-
plexity is 87 percent. To compu_ the overall System unit cost for a specific
: number of production units the following illustrative example is shown:
: Given: Mc = 87%, First Unit Cost = $ 500, or A.
i: To Find: Value of unit number 60, or Y.
Solution: Mc = 87%, So -b = . 20679 (from table).
_. Y = A • X-b (General Form)
= 'i;_
Log10Y = Logi0A - b Log10X
,_,: Log Y = 2.69897 - (.20679) (1.77815)
il.
°!_ Log Y = 2, 69897 - . 3677036
::i Log Y = 2.3312664
_,: Ye0 = 214.4204 or $ 214.42 per unit.
r:
DISCUSSION
" The procedural methodology has been outlinedthroughoutthisdo_mment
to compute the manufacturing complexR'y for a typical system. Illustrative
examples have been given to show the various steps which must be taken to
calculate the manufacturing complexity for the overall system.
Although complexity factors have in the past been quoted as being
increasing functions, i, e., the factor has in general been given as 1.2 or 1.5
times some other number, it must be remembered that In a production sequence
o,,_ the costof the firstunitof productionwillalways representthe maximum cost
,, 9
P
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o'ii;
=• ii:
_ of the series. All subsequent cost values will usually represent a savings or cost
=o reduction. This 4.s with the assumption thpt an element of learning or production
:i:_ improvement iS present. If there is none, the slope of the overall learning curve
i, (or manufacturing complexity) would be 100 percent. There will be no decre-
!' ment in the cost of the first unit in the cost of subsequent units for a production
,:,: Sequence.
, Also there is no consideration in this document of those elements of cost .-
_ which are not directly related to manufacturing. Such cost elements as the safety
_,,,_i allowance, realization factor, and personal allowance are examples of_cost
,:,_, elements that l_,_e not been included; h_eVer, they do not directly involve the!i ."
_i_ techniques of manufacturing. The final production cOst must include these cost
_'/ elements to arrive at a final production-coSt for the overall system.
_.
°_: There will usually be a universe Of learning curve values for each design
o_:'i: configuration type ( DCT), and many of the lower level subsystems will, no doubt,
o_'_
_ exhibit similar slopes,
i,
°._.
,o
/"o_' i!!;
e,
,i!:
o!-
!ii. •
_' I0
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